Exhibit G
In a world of increasing social consciousness, today's leading brands strive to satisfy their customers' desires for ethical products. In order to create a 100% traceable product, Republic Metals' Peace of Mined™ single-batch refining technology to give brand owners the ability to choose the exact origin of their responsibly sourced material.

**Trace the Supply Chain:**
In a world of increasing social consciousness, today's leading brands strive to satisfy their customers' desires for ethical products. In order to create a 100% traceable product, Republic Metals' Peace of Mined™ single-batch refining technology to give brand owners the ability to choose the exact origin of their responsibly sourced material.

**Refine with Transparency:**
In order to create a 100% traceable product, Republic Metals offers a Peace of Mined™ single-batch refining technology to give brand owners the ability to choose the exact origin of their responsibly sourced material.

**Manufacture with Peace of Mined™:**
Republic Metals offers Peace of Mined™ single-batch refining technology to give brand owners the ability to choose the exact origin of their responsibly sourced material.

**Want to know more? Click here...**

**PEACE OF MINED™**
Republic Metals offers Peace of Mined™ single-batch refining technology to give brand owners the ability to choose the exact origin of their responsibly sourced material.

**PEACE OF MINED™**
Republic Metals offers Peace of Mined™ single-batch refining technology to give brand owners the ability to choose the exact origin of their responsibly sourced material.

**INTERESTED IN RECYCLED MATERIAL? CLICK HERE**

**MINERAL REFINING**
- **Batch Refining**
- **Electrolytic Refining**

**FIND OUT MORE**
- **Source**
- **Manufacture**
- **Recycle**

** faucets**
- **RMC Diamond Trailer**
- **RMC General Trailer**

**LEGAL**
- **Policies**
- **Terms and Conditions**
- **Privacy Policy**
- **Disclaimer**
- **Contact us**

**CONTACT US TO FIND OUT MORE**

**THE SUPPLY CHAIN**
- **Where We Buy**
- **Facts About Mining**

**Trace the Supply Chain**
Complete control of the supply chain. Source from an extensive list of certified suppliers and have Peace of Mined™ certified names to ensure peace of mind.

**Refine with Transparency**
In order to create a 100% traceable product, Republic Metals offers a Peace of Mined™ single-batch refining technology to give brand owners the ability to choose the exact origin of their responsibly sourced material.

**Manufacture with Peace of Mined™**
Republic Metals offers Peace of Mined™ single-batch refining technology to give brand owners the ability to choose the exact origin of their responsibly sourced material.

**Want to know more? Click here...**